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FORM-A 

  
IN THE COURT OF ADDITIONAL SESSIONS JUDGE (FTC),  

SONITPURAT TEZPUR 

Present : _S.K. Ghosh, AJS, 

Addl.Sessions Judge(FTC),  

Sonitpur, Tezpur. 

 

(Date of judgment) 

08-03-2022 

 

(Sessions Case No. 244/2015) 

(Details of FIR/Crime and Police Station) 

COMPLAINANT STATE OF ASSAM 

OR 

MD SAMIR ALI 

REPRESENTED BY 

 

MRSJAYA BARUAH, LD ADDL PP 

ACCUSED 1. MD JINNAT HUSSAIN (A1) 

S/O MD KHALIL SAH @ SHAH, 
OF NO.1DOLABARI, 

PS – TEZPUR, 

DIST – SONITPUR ,ASSAM. 
 

 

REPRESENTED BY 

 

SMTI. D. SINGHA 
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FORM-B 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Accused Details: 

Rank of 

the 

Accused 

Name of 

Accused 

Date of 

Arrest 

Date 

Release on 

Bail 

Offences 

charged 

with 

Whether 

Acquitted 

or 

convicted 

Sentence 

Imposed 

Period of 

Detention 

Undergone 

during 

Trial for 

purpose of 

Sec. 428 

Cr.P.C.  

1 Md Jinnat 

Hussain 

24-12-2006 28-02-2007 364/302/34 Acquitted.   

 

  

Date of offence 12-12-2006, 13-12-2006 

Date of FIR 14-12-2006 

Date of Charge sheet 31-08-2014 

Date of Framing of Charges 18-08-2015 

Date of commencement of evidence 02-04-2016 

Date on which judgment is reserved Nil. 

Date of judgment 08-03-2022 

Date of the Sentencing Order, if any Nil. 
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FORM-C 

 

LIST OF PROSECUTION/DEFENCE/COURT WITNESSES 

A. Prosecution: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

B. Defence Witnesses, if any: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

C. Court Witnesses, if any:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LIST OF PROSECUTION/DEFENCE/COURT EXHIBITS 

A. Prosecution: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RANK NAME NATURE OF EVIDENCE 

(EYE WITNESS, POLICE WITNESS, EXPERT 

WITNESS, MEDICAL WITNESS, PANCH 

WITNESS, OTHR WITNESS 

PW1 Md Samir Ali Informant/complainant. 

PW2 Md Sahabuddin Other Witness. 

PW3 Md Rafiqul Alam Panch Witness. 
PW4 Sri Madhab Das Panch Witness. 
PW5 Sri Pradip Kr Baruah Investigating Officer. 
PW6 Sri Jitumoni Deka, SI of police Investigating Officer. 

RANK NAME NATURE OF EVIDENCE 

(EYE WITNESS, POLICE WITNESS, EXPERT 

WITNESS, MEDICAL WITNESS, PANCH 

WITNESS, OTHR WITNESS 

PW1  Nil  

PW2   

RANK NAME NATURE OF EVIDENCE 

(EYE WITNESS, POLICE WITNESS, EXPERT 

WITNESS, MEDICAL WITNESS, PANCH 

WITNESS, OTHR WITNESS 

PW1               Nil Nil  

PW2   

Sr. 

No. 
Exhibit Number Description 

1 Exhibit P-1/PW-1,PW-5 FIR 

2 Exhibit P-2/PW-3 Inquest report. 

3 Exhibit P-3/PW-4 Seizure list. 

4 Exhibit P-4/PW-6 Charge Sheet. 
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B. Defence: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

C. Court Exhibits: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

D. Material Objects: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

J U D G M E N T& O R D E R 

1.   In this case accused Jinnat Hussain is put for trial for the allegation of 

charges under Section 364/302/34 of the IPC. 

 2.   The prosecution case, in brief, is that, on 12-12-2006 at around 12 noon 

the accused persons namely Jinnat Ansari and Sanjib took the brother of the informant 

namely Abed Ali from Tezpur Taxi Stand situated nearer to Jonaki Cinema Hall with the 

pretext of having a trip (Taxi fare) of Tata Indica car bearing registration number AS-

12C-9246 to Panchmaile,Tezpur because the brother of the informant was driver of 

Indica Car. Thereafter he came to know that on 13.12.2006 at the dawn the dead body 

of his said brother has been laid at Bamunigaon under Samaguri P.S after murder. 

3.   To that effect the informant being elder brother of the victim lodged a 

written ejehar with the O/C, Samaguri Police Station for setting criminal law in motion. 

Sr. 

No. 
Exhibit Number Description 

1 Nil Nil  

2  Nil  

Sr. 

No. 
Exhibit Number Description 

1 Nil Nil  

2  Nil  

Sr. 

No. 
Exhibit Number Description 

1 Nil Nil 

2  Nil 
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4.  On receipt of the ejahar, OC,Samaguri PS registered a case vide Samaguri 

PS Case No.212/06 u/s 365/302/34 of IPC and started investigation of the case. 

Thereafter, the case was transferred to the OC, Tezpur PS for investigation as the 

jurisdiction of the case falls under the Tezpur PS. Accordingly, O/C, Tezpur Police 

Station on receipt of the ejahar from O/C, Samaguri P.S registered a police case vide 

Tezpur P.S case No. 215/07 under Section 365/302/34 of IPC. Police after completion of 

investigation, submitted charge sheet against the accused Jinnat Hussain @ Shah and 

Sri Sanjib Paul u/s 365/302/34 of IPC showing accused Sanjib Paul as absconder in the 

charge sheet and laid the same before the learned CJM, Sonitpur, Tezpur which has 

been thereafter transferred to the Court of learned J.M, First Class. Since the offence is 

triable by the Court of Sessions, the case was committed to the Court of Sessions after 

furnishing the relevant copies to the accused Jinnat Ansari under the provisions of 

Sec.207 Cr.P.C. 

5.   On appearance of the accused Jinnat Hussin and after hearing the learned 

Advocate for both the sides, charge under Section 364/302/34 of the IPC has been 

framed against the accused person. The charge so framed has been read over and 

explained to the accused to which he pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.  

6.   To substantiate the case, prosecution has examined as many as 6(six) 

witnesses including the IO namely 1. Md Sami Ali (PW1), 2.Md Sahabuddin(PW2), 3.Md 

Rafiqul Alam(PW3), 4.Sri Madhab Das(PW4), 5. Sri Pradip Kr Baruah(PW5) & 6.Sri 

Jitumoni Deka (PW6).  

7.   After completion of evidence of the prosecution side, accused has been 

examined under section 313 Cr.P.C. The defence plea is of total denial and the accused 

has declined to adduce any evidence for his defence.  
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POINTS FOR DETERMINATION 

 

8.   The point for decisions in this case is that –  

(1) Whether the accused in furtherance of common intention 

(along with co-accused Sanjib Paul) on 12-12-2006 at 12 

O’clock in the afternoon kidnapped or abducted Abed Ali from 

the Tezpur Taxi Stand, in order that the said person might be 

murdered or might be so disposed of as to put him in danger 

of being murdered, and thereby committed an offence 

punishable u/s 364 of IPC, r/w Sec.34 of IPC? 

(2) Whether the accused, in furtherance of common 

intention(along with co-accused Sanjib Paul) on or about 

13.12.2006 committed murder, intentionally or knowingly, 

causing the death of Abed Ali, and thereby committed an 

offence punishable u/s 302 of IPC r/w. Sec.34 of IPC? 

 

DECISION AND REASONS FOR THE DECISIONS : 

9.           I have carefully gone through the case record, evidence both ocular as well as 

documentary available on record and heard argument advanced by the learned Counsel 

for both the sides. 

10.   Before appreciating the evidence, I am of the opinion that the evidence so 

adduced by the prosecution needs to be scrutinized.  

11.   PW1 the informant of this case said that the deceased Abed Ali was his 

brother and his brother had died on 13-12-2006. His brother was a driver. On the date 

of occurrence, accused Jinnat Ali and Sanjib had sent his brother Abed Ali as driver of 

the Indica car. The Indica car was of one Anwar Hussain and it was being run on hire 

as a taxi. The said car started from Jonaki Hall, Tezpur to Nagaon side. His brother 

Abed Ali did not return. A phone call was received by Tezpur Sadar P.S from Samuguri 
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P.S that one dead body was lying there. There was hulla in their village that Abed Ali 

was lying dead at Samaguri. Then he along with others went to Samuguri and there he 

saw the dead body of his brother, Abed Ali. He identified him to be his brother. 

Hecannot say who killed his brother. He only knows that Jinnat and Sanjib had sent his 

brother in the car as driver. Thereafter he lodged FIR vide Ext.1 wherein Ext.1(1) is his 

signature.   

12.   During cross-examination he has stated that his brother Abed Ali used to 

reside in a separate house and he had no knowledge if his brother had returned to his 

house on 12-12-2006 or not. On 13.12.2006 at about 8 a.m, when he was on the road, 

his sister-in-law informed him on the road that his brother Abed had taken a vehicle the 

previous day and that he had not returned. It is correct that his brother Abed did not 

have a permanent driver job and he used to drive the cars of others and was paid for 

the same. It is correct that they got information from the police about the dead body 

and then they came to know that his brother had died. He cannot say at what time 

Abed had taken the Indica car. It is correct that he had heard that Sanjib Paul, too had 

gone in the said vehicle with his brother Abed. It is correct that Jinnat was a permanent 

driver and he used to ply the Indica vehicle. It is correct that on the relevant date, 

Jinnat, the accused had given his brother Abed to drive the car and he had not himself 

gone as a driver.  

 

13.   Sahabuddin as PW2 stated that he knows the accused Jinnat Hussain in 

the dock as well as the absconder accused Sanjib. The deceased Abed Ali was his 

brother and he was a driver. Occurrence is of about 10 years back. His brother used to 

drive for others. On the date of incident, accused Jinnat and Sanjib had sent his brother 

Abed to drive a taxi. Sanjib had gone in the car. His brother Abed did not return andon 

the next day at about 11 am, they received information from Samuguri P.S that one 

driver was lying dead there. He along with others went to Samaguri P.S and saw the 

dead body of his brother Abed. Inquest was conducted on the dead body of his brother 
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Abed Ali and he put his thumb impression as a witness to the inquest. Since Jinnat had 

sent his brother and Sanjib had gone with his brother they must have killed his brother.  

14.  During cross-examination he has said that the deceased was his own 

brother and they used to reside separately. His brother used to regularly drive for 

another person but he was unwell for two days and thus he had not reported for work 

before his regular employer, thus, he had gone to the taxi stand. There the accused 

instead of going himself to ply the taxi, sent his brother. He further stated that till 

before the information was received from Samaguri P.S, he did not have any knowledge 

about the occurrence.  

15.   Rafiqul Alam as PW3 stated that does not know the accused Jinnat and 

Sanjib(absconder). Abed Ali, who was a driver was lying dead at Samuguri, was 

informed to them. He along with the family members of Abed Ali, went to Samuguri P.S 

and there they found the dead body of Abed Ali. Police conducted inquest on the dead 

body of Abed Ali, in his presence and he signed on the inquest report. Ext.2 is the 

inquest report wherein Ext.2(1) is his signature. Cross examination declined. 

 16.   Madhab Das as PW-4 stated that he does not remember about the date of 

occurrence. Ext.3 is the seizure list wherein Ext.3(1) is his signature. He did not 

remember as to why police took his signature upon Ext.3. Usually police called him for 

taking photographs of different incident. On several occasions he took photographs of 

dead body in the police station.  

17.At this state prosecution declared the witness hostile and cross examined the witness 

but he has denied all the suggestions thrown by the prosecution. 

18.  During cross-examination by defence, PW4 said that he had not gone to 

Bamunigaon paddy filed and have not taken photographs of dead body. Police had not 

seized one driving licence from the pocket of the deceased in his presence.  
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19.   Pradip Kr. Baruah,  PW5 one of the IO of this case stated that on 27-03-

2007 he was posted as TSI at Tezpur PS. On that day, an FIR filed by one Samir Ali of 

Batamari was received from Samuguri P.S on being transferred to Tezpur PS. On being 

received, Tezpur PS Case No. 215/07 u/s 365/302/34 IPC was registered. He was 

entrusted with the investigation as such he has visited the P.O and recorded the 

statement of available witnesses. He has recorded the statement of witness Samir Ali 

and Petua Bhengra and Anwar Hussain. Thereafter, he has handed over the case diary 

to OC, Tezpur PS as he was under order of transfer. Ext.1 is the FIR. Ext.1(2) is the 

signature of O.C Bipin Rajbongshi which he knows. 

20.         In his cross-examination he stated that the date of occurrence was on 12-

12-2006 at AM. The FIR was lodged at Samaguri P.S on 14-12-2006. 

21.   Jitumoni Deka,PW6 the another IO of this case stated that on 10-03-

2014,he was posted as TSI at Tezpur Town. On transfer of investigating officer, Pratak 

Gogoi, he was endorsed to complete the investigation of this case. He had gone 

through the case diary and recorded the statement of Bimal Debnath, Iqbal Hussain and 

Harish Paul. On completion of investigation he has submitted charge sheet against the 

accused Jinnat Hussain and absconding accused Sanjib Paul under Section 365/302/34 

of IPC. Ext.4 is the charge sheet and Ext.4(1) is his signature. 

22.During cross-examination he has stated that witness Bimal Debnath, Iqbal Hussain 

and Harish Paul were residents of Sonitpur district. He did not mention their names a s 

witness in the charge sheet. 

P O I N T    No.1 and 2. 

23.  For the convenience of discussion and appreciation of evidence both the 

points are taken together. 

24.  Before marshaling the evidence on record, let us first have look on the 

ingredients of offence punishable u/s.364 IPC, which are reproduced below: 
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25.  The essential ingredients of the offence under Sec.364 IPC are as follows: 

  In case of kidnapping – 

(1) Kidnapping by the accused. 

(2) The person kidnapped was so kidnapped in order to- 

(a) That such person may be murdered; or 

(b) That such person might be disposed of as to be put in 

danger of being murdered. 

In case of abduction- 

(1) Accused compelled a person to go from a particular place; 

(2) He confined such person by force or by deceitful means; 

(3) He did so with the intent to- 

(a) Murder the person abducted or; 

(b) Dispose of in such way as to put him in danger of being 

murdered. 

26.         Under the given facts and circumstances of the case in hand kidnapping does 

not come into play. So, it may be necessary to put a glance on the definition of 

abduction defined u/s.362 of IPC, which reads as follows: 

Sec.362. Abduction.- Whoever by force compels or by any deceitful means 

induces, any person to go from any place, is said to abduct that person.  

27.  Here, it may be pertinent to mention here that abduction simpliciter is not 

an offence. Only abduction with certain intent specified in the Indian Penal Code is 

punishable as an offence. 

28.  So far ingredients of offence punishable u/s.302 IPC is concerned, the 

following are the essential ingredients: 

(1) Death of a human was being caused; 
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(2) Such death was caused by or in consequence of the act of the accused; 

(3) Such act was done- 

(a) With the intention of causing death, or 

(b) That the accused know it to be likely to cause death, or 

(c) That the injury was sufficient in the ordinary course of nature to 

cause death. 

29.          In order to bring home the guilt of the accused under Sec.302 IPC, the 

prosecution must establish the following: 

(1) That the death of a human being had actually taken place; 

(2) That it was a homicidal death-neither suicidal nor accidental; 

(3) That such death was caused by, or in consequence of, the act of the 

accused; 

(4) That such act was done with the intention of causing death or that it was 

done with the intention of causing such bodily injury 

(a) As the accused knew to be likely to cause death; or 

(b) As was sufficient in the ordinary course of nature to cause death; 

or 

(c) As the accused caused death by doing an act known to him to be 

so imminently dangerous that it must, in all probability, cause 

death, the accused having no excuse for incurring the risk of 

causing such death or injury. 

30.     Now coming to the case in hand, PW-1 has said that on the date of occurrence, 

accused Jinnat Ali and Sanjib had sent his brother Abed Ali as driver of the Indica car. 

The Indica car was of one Anwar Hussain and it was being run on hire as a taxi. The 

said car started from Jonaki Hall, Tezpur to Nagaon side. His brother Abed Ali did not 

return. A phone call was received by Tezpur Sadar P.S from Samuguri P.S that one dead 

body was lying there. There was hulla in their village that Abed Ali was lying dead at 

Samaguri. Then he along with others went to Samuguri and there he saw the dead 
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body of his brother, Abed Ali. He identified him to be his brother. He cannot say who 

killed his brother. He only knows that Jinnat and Sanjib had sent his brother in the car 

as driver. During cross examination he has stated that Jinnat was a permanent driver 

and he used to ply the Indica vehicle. It is correct that on the relevant date, Jinnat, the 

accused had given his brother Abed to drive the car and he had not himself gone as a 

driver. PW-2 has stated that on the date of incident, accused Jinnat and Sanjib had sent 

his brother Abed to drive a taxi. Sanjib had gone in the car. His brother Abed did not 

return and on the next day at about 11 am, they received information from Samuguri 

P.S that one driver was lying dead there. He along with others went to Samaguri P.S 

and saw the dead body of his brother Abed. Inquest was conducted on the dead body 

of his brother Abed Ali and he put his thumb impression as a witness to the inquest. 

Since Jinnat had sent his brother and Sanjib had gone with his brother they must have 

killed his brother. During cross examination he has stated that his brother used to 

regularly drive for another person but he was unwell for two days and thus he had not 

reported for work before his regular employer, thus, he had gone to the taxi stand. 

There the accused instead of going himself to ply the taxi, sent his brother. He further 

stated that till before the information was received from Samaguri P.S, he did not have 

any knowledge about the occurrence. PW-3 has stated that he along with the family 

members of Abed Ali went to Samaguri P.S and there they found the dead body of abed 

Ali. Police conducted inquest on the dead body of Abed Ali in his presence and he 

signed on the inquest report. Ext.2 is the inquest report and Ext.2(1) is his signature. 

PW-4 being seizure witness although stated that Ext.3 is the seizure list wherein 

Ext.3(1) is his signature but stated that he does not remember as to why police took his 

signature in Ext.3. PWs-5 and 6 are the I/Os of the case and they have stated that they 

have investigated the case and after finding prima-facie case submitted charge sheet 

against accused Jinnat and Sanjib u/s.365/302/34 IPC and exhibited the charge sheet 

Ext.4. 

31.  From the above ratio of evidence it appears that PW-1 has specifically 

stated that he does not know who has killed his brother but also stated that Sanjib Paul 
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had gone in the said vehicle with his brother and Jinnat being permanent driver of the 

said vehicle had given his brother Abed to drive the car and he had not himself gone as 

a driver. He has further stated that on 13.12.2006 at about 8 a.m when he was on the 

road, his sister-in-law informed him on the road that his brother Abed had taken a 

vehicle on the previous day and that he had not returned. PW-2 on the other hand 

stated that since Jinnat had sent his brother and Sanjib had gone with his brother, they 

must have killed his brother. He has further stated that his brother used to regularly 

drive for another person but he was unwell for two days and thus he had not reported 

for work before his regular employer, thus, he had gone to the taxi stand. There the 

accused instead of going himself to ply the taxi, sent his brother. He has also stated 

that till before the information was received from Samaguri P.S, he did not have any 

knowledge about the occurrence. 

32.  From the above ratio of evidence it appears that none of PWs-1 and 2 are 

the eye witnesses of the occurrence rather they are hearsay witnesses but their source 

of information are not examined as witnesses of prosecution, consequently their 

evidence is not confirmed from their respective sources of information. Further the 

evidence of PWs-1 and 2 bears vital contradictions to the extent that PW-1 has stated 

that Abed did not have a permanent driver job and he used to drive the cars of others 

and was paid for the same whereas PW-2 has stated that his brother used to regularly 

drive for another person but he was unwell for two days and thus he had not reported 

for work before his regular employer, thus he had gone to the taxi stand and the 

accused Jinnat instead of going himself to ply the taxi sent his brother whereas PW-1 

stated that Jinnat and Sanjib had sent his brother in the car as a driver. 

33.That apart PW-1 clearly stated that he does not know who killed his brother whereas 

PW-2 stated he even did not have any knowledge about the occurrence till the 

information received from Samaguri P.S. But both the PWs-1 and 2 have stated that 

they went to Samaguri after getting the information about death of Abed Ali and they 

have found the dead body of Abed Ali lying there which is also corroborated by PW-3 
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and the fact of death of Abed Ali and recovery of the dead body under Samaguri P.S is 

also not disputed by defence. As such, it is apparent that there was death of Abed Ali 

but there is no eye witness of the incident. So, the case is absolutely rest on 

circumstantial evidence. 

34.            It is settled position of law that when there is no eye witness of the incident, 

intention of the accused is to be ascertained, which is not very easy for the prosecution 

because it is known to the accused only. However, the evidence on record is the only 

source left with the prosecution to ascertain the same. 

35.From the evidence of PWs- 1 and 2, the circumstances what are emerging is that on 

the date of occurrence accused Jinnat and Sanjib sent Abed Ali to drive the Indica Car 

(belonging to one Anwar)which was used as taxi and sent with a trip from Tezpur to 

Nagaon and Sanjib went with the said vehicle but Abed Ali did not return and his dead 

body was recovered at Samaguri and till date Sanjib is absconding. But there is no eye 

witness in whose presence accused Jinnat and Sanjib sent Abed Ali to drive the Indica 

car with a trip from Tezpur to Nagaon nor the owner of the vehicle namely Anwar is 

examined. 

36.   There is no evidence whether the said Indica car was going to 

Nagaon only for dropping the passengers there or the passengers were to return from 

Nagaon to Tezpur and who were the passengers. There is also no evidence whether the 

vehicle was going towards Nagaon direction or it was returning from Nagaon at the time 

of the incident nor the vehicle has been seized for ascertaining the actual 

location/availability of the said vehicle at the time of the incident. Nevertheless, fact 

remains that on the way from Tezpur to Nagaon and/or from Nagaon to Tezpur, there 

was every possibility of meeting other peoples on the road including the passengers 

boarded in the said vehicle. As such the last seen theory with accused Sanjib also does 

not sustained herein this case even if the evidence of PWs-1 and 2 are taken to be 

gospel truth.   
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37.  That apart there is no evidence that the accused Jinnat and Sanjib had 

prior meeting of minds to execute the alleged offence. On the contrary PW-1 has stated 

that it is correct that his brother Abed did not have a permanent driver job and he used 

to drive the cars of others and was paid for the same. So, going with the trip from 

Tezpur to Nagaon by driving the Indica car on the date of incident was the job of 

earning of Abed Ali like other days and no other suspicious circumstances are available 

on record in respect of that particular trip. 

38.  The evidence is also totally silent whether there was any enmity or hatred 

of accused Jinnat and Sanjib with Abed Ali. There is also nothing available on record 

how, when and where the incident took place. As such essential knots of criminal chain 

are missing herein this case.    

39.  In case of commission of an offence, prosecution is required to prove the 

same beyond all reasonable doubt. Suspicion cannot take place of proof. The time 

between noticing of accused Jinnat (though hearsay) and the victim in the noon of the 

previous day and finding the dead body of the victim in the morning at Samaguri on the 

next day is very vast. None of the witnesses have mentioned that just before the victim 

died, they noticed either of the accused in the company of the victim.  

  In Krishna Borua vs State of Assam (reported in 2015 (4) GLT 936 

the Hon’ble Gauhati High Court observed as follows; “ 82. In view of what we have 

discussed herein before, we are of the opinion that though prosecution was successful 

in establishing a series of suspicion suggesting the involvement of the accused with the 

crime aforesaid, yet, such suspicion cannot take the place of proof because there is a 

gulf between proof and suspicion and unless such gulf is bridged by legal evidence, 

court is not competent to convict the accused person of the offence she was charge 

with. ” 

40.  In view of the above discussion in the light of the evidence available on 

record it appears that none of the ingredients of offences punishable u/s.364/302/34 
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IPC are substantiated against the accused Jinnat rather evidence of the prosecution side 

falls short to implicate the accused Jinnat with the alleged offences. Hence, it is held 

that prosecution has failed to prove the guilt of the accused beyond all reasonable 

doubt. As such, the accused Jinnat Ali is acquitted and set him at liberty forthwith.  

41.   The bail bond of accused Jinnat shall remain in force for six months from 

today.   

42.   Judgment is pronounced and delivered in the open Court. Judgment is 

prepared on separate sheets and tagged with the case record. 

43.  Given under my Hand and Seal of this Court on this the 8th day of March, 

2022.  

 

 

 

   S.K.Ghosh,AJS 

          Add. Sessions Judge(FTC), 

         Sonitpur, Tezpur. 

 

 


